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Insights into mode of action
mediated responses following
pharmaceutical uptake and
accumulation in plants
Andrea-Lorena Garduño-Jiménez* and Laura J. Carter*

School of Geography, Faculty of Environment, University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom
The reuse of wastewater to meet irrigation requirements and slurries, sludges

and manures as fertilisers to meet crop nutrient demands inadvertently

introduces human and veterinary-use pharmaceuticals into the agro-

ecosystem. This review synthesises recent research, which has observed sub-

lethal effects, following pharmaceutical uptake by plants. Potential links between

pharmaceutical mode of action and observed sub-lethal effects in the plant were

then examined. Common receptors and biological pathways across species

suggests a clear need to integrate plant cellular biology into our understanding

of the impacts of pharmaceuticals on important plant functions and processes.

To help prioritise future research efforts an analysis of shared mammalian and

plant biochemical pathways was undertaken to identify classes of

pharmaceuticals which may present a greater risk to key plant functions. These

included sulfonylurea antihyperglycemics, steroids, opiods, antipsychotic

phenothiazines and pharmaceuticals targeting several neurotransmitters

shared between mammals and plants (including beta-blockers, antihistamines

and benzodiazepines). Whilst a number of pharmaceutical induced sub-lethal

effects have been observed, this review highlights the clear need to study a wider

range of pharmaceuticals on a broader range of plant species, including cover

crops and wild plants, under realistic exposure scenarios, to fully understand the

wider implications of pharmaceutical exposure in agro-ecosystems. State-of-the

art omics-techniques offer great potential to understand the mode of action of

pharmaceuticals in plants and elucidate links between the pharmaceutical

intended mode of action and observed plant effects. In addition, studies under

co-stress from pharmaceutical exposure and other stressors such as increased

temperatures, drought or pests are lacking and present an urgent research need

in the face of feeding a growing population under the threats of climate change.
KEYWORDS

plant, sub-lethal effect, pharmaceutical, mode of action (MOA), waste
valorisation, agriculture
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1 Introduction

Pharmaceuticals are used for the treatment, cure and

prevention of disease; whilst they offer many benefits, their use

has resulted in them becoming ubiquitous global pollutants with

numerous published reports documenting the presence of

pharmaceuticals from human and veterinary origin in freshwater

and marine systems (Gaw et al., 2014; Madikizela et al., 2017;

Mezzelani et al., 2018; Peña-Guzmán et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2020;

Branchet et al., 2021; Świacka et al., 2022; Mo et al., 2022).

Pharmaceuticals can also enter the agricultural environment

following the use of treated and untreated wastewater as a source

of irrigation (Carter et al., 2019), and the use of organic soil

amendments as fertilisers, such as manure, slurry and wastewater

derived biosolids (Zheng and Guo, 2021). Faced with the need to

meet increasing global food demands in a sustainable manner, the

reuse of materials such as human and animal excreta offers many

benefits within the context of circular economy, including the reuse

of waste which would otherwise need to be disposed of, the recovery

of valuable nutrients and a consistent irrigation source in water

stressed regions (Jimenez-Cisneros, 2006; Thebo et al., 2017;

Helmecke et al., 2020; Drechsel et al., 2022). However, the

presence of human and veterinary pharmaceuticals in these

resources creates a pathway by which these chemicals can enter

into agro-ecosystems (Azanu et al., 2016; Carter et al., 2019; Rocha

et al., 2021; Zheng and Guo, 2021). Pharmaceuticals are typically

found at low concentrations in irrigation waters (ng-mg L-1) and in

soil amendments (ng-mg kg-1), but their consistent application

ensures their continual introduction into soils and allows for

potential build up over time up to detectable levels. For example,

a recent study observed concentrations ranging from 0.7

(diazepam) to 1004.7 ng L-1 (gabapentin), in treated wastewater

used for agricultural irrigation in Israel (Ben Mordechay et al.,

2021). Another study measured concentrations in the Tula Valley in

Mexico, where wastewater is not always treated before use as a

source of agricultural irrigation, ranging from 4.5 ng L-1 (estrone-3-

sulfate) to 299.1 (acetaminophen) mg L-1 of (Garduño-Jiménez

et a l . , 2023) . Reported measured concentra t ions of

pharmaceuticals in soil amendments used in agriculture include

sludge concentrations ranging from 17.1 ± 0.6 (fluoxetine) to

4,410.9 ± 485.6 (ofloxacin) ng g -1 (Bourdat-Deschamps et al.,

2017) and in chicken slurry pharmaceuticals ranging from 27

(salicylic acid) to 72 (sulfamethazine) ng g-1 (Wychodnik et al.,

2020). It has been widely reported that once in the environment,

pharmaceuticals can degrade, nevertheless their constant

application makes them pseudo-persistent chemicals (Daughton,

2003). This presents a pressing challenge as it has been widely

demonstrated that once in the agricultural environment

pharmaceuticals can be taken up, and accumulated in plants

(Carter et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2019; Gworek et al., 2021; Mansilla

et al., 2021; Rocha et al., 2021; Zheng and Guo, 2021).

The uptake of pharmaceuticals by plants has been demonstrated

across a range of scales from benchtop experiments to agriculturally

relevant field scenarios. Maximum in-plant accumulation has been

typically demonstrated in hydroponic studies, in the absence of soil
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as potential sorptive medium (Christou et al., 2019; Klampfl, 2019).

For example, lettuce grown in a hydroponic system containing

diclofenac (20, 000 ng L-1) observed diclofenac accumulation in

root tissue (6,020 ng g-1 dry weight) but remained undetected in the

lettuce (Lactuca sativa) leaves at the same time point (Bigott et al.,

2021). Comparatively, studies including the soil compartment, have

also demonstrated pharmaceutical uptake and accumulation. In an

early study a controlled experiment with radish (R. sativus) and

ryegrass (L. perenne), Carter et al., observed that five out of the six

pharmaceuticals directly added to the soil were taken up by both

plants, with pharmaceutical physicochemical properties (e.g log D)

and soil parameters (e.g organic carbon content) observed to

strongly influence the degree of uptake (Carter et al., 2014).

Another study, where the set-up was a field divided into two

sections, one irrigated with tertiary treated wastewater and the

other with water fortified with 16 pharmaceuticals and personal

care products, found caffeine, meprobamate, primidone, DEET,

carbamazepine, dilantin, naproxen, and triclosan detected in edible

tissues of a variety of root, stem and leaf vegetables, with total

chemical concentrations of 0.01−3.87 and 0.15−7.3 ng g-1 (dry

weight) for the first and second irrigation treatment respectively

(Wu et al., 2014). Agricultural field studies have also demonstrated

pharmaceutical uptake in crops. For example, in Spanish

agricultural fields, tramadol, ofloxacin, tonalide, gemfibrozil,

atenolol and caffeine, were detected at the highest levels in

irrigation water samples (ranging from 11,000 to 44,000 ng L-1),

leading to detectable concentrations in soil (e.g. tramadol, cetirizine

and clarithromycin measured at 12.7 to 14.6 ng g-1) and finally

detection in crops of carbamazepine (0.1 to 1.7 ng g-1) (Garcıá-

Valverde et al., 2023). Comparatively a study conducted in

agricultural fields irrigated with reclaimed wastewater in Israel

found up to 46 pharmaceuticals and personal care products

detected in irrigation water, leading to 21 chemicals detected in

soil samples and a total of 23 detections at quantifiable levels in

edible agricultural produce (Ben Mordechay et al., 2021). As an

example, carbamazepine concentrations in irrigation water were

784.8 ± 1,378.6 ng L-1 and in agricultural soils 3.6 ± 7.1 ng g-1;

leading to carbamazepine being the highest concentration reported

in crops, specifically in parsley, with measured concentrations of up

to 2,470 ng g-1 (Ben Mordechay et al., 2021).

The uptake of pharmaceuticals by plants mostly depends on the

pollutant’s availability which is linked to the persistence and

sorption of the chemical and the soil solution chemistry, the

plant’s transpiration rate and physiology, the structure of the

plant’s cell membrane and the physicochemical properties of the

pollutant (Christou et al., 2019; Kodesova et al., 2019; Ben

Mordechay et al., 2021) (Figure 1). In terms of soil properties,

crops grown in predominantly sandy soils or soils with low organic

matter, or clay content typically have a higher potential to

accumulate pharmaceuticals compared to soils rich in clay or

organic matter where the chemicals are less bioavailable due to

strong sorption interactions (Christou et al., 2019). With respect to

pharmaceutical physicochemical properties, pharmaceutical uptake

has been shown to increase with increasing chemical lipophilicity

(logkow, or pH corrected logDow), molecular size, weight and polarity
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(Fu et al., 2019). Lipophilic compounds can cross membranes

through passive diffusion and enter the symplast pathway,

enabling translocation via the xylem (Fu et al., 2019). Unionised

chemicals (as opposed to anionic or cationic) typically demonstrate

a greater potential for uptake. This is because negatively charged

molecules are repelled by the cell walls of the root apoplast and the

uptake and translocation of positively charged molecules is reduced

by their attraction to the negatively charged cell walls (Christou

et al., 2019; Kodesova et al., 2019). However, it is important to note

that different uptake mechanisms such as organic cation

transporters, a group of proteins in plant cell membranes, have

been shown to be involved in the uptake of charged chemicals, such

as metformin (Cui et al., 2015). Acidic pharmaceuticals (pka<7,

logkow <3) tend to remain in the phloem and therefore accumulate

more in fruits, whereas basic pharmaceuticals (pka > 7) which are

hydrophilic (LogKow < 0) tend to move both in the xylem and

phloem and those which are lipophilic (0 < LogKow < 4) tend to

move in the xylem (Christou et al., 2019). It has been widely

reported that moderately lipophilic neutral compounds (logKow 2

to 5) such as carbamazepine and diazepam can cross membranes

through passive diffusion, enabling translocation via the xylem (Fu

et al., 2019) (Figure 1). In addition to chemical properties and soil

parameters, pharmaceutical accumulation has been shown to be

influenced by plant physiology with accumulation typically in the

order of leafy vegetables > root vegetables > cereals and fodder crops

> fruit vegetables (Christou et al., 2019; Ben Mordechay et al., 2021).

The uptake and accumulation of pharmaceuticals in plants,

presents a risk to the health of the plant (i.e. ecotoxicity) (Mansilla

et al., 2021; Rocha et al., 2021) and/or to human health following the
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consumption of contaminated produce (Keerthanan et al., 2021).

Potent ia l impl ica t ions for human hea l th have been

comprehensively reviewed elsewhere (Keerthanan et al., 2021)

and this review will focus specifically on the potential for

pharmaceutical induced plant effects. Batchelder et al., provided

early evidence of the potential for pharmaceuticals to induce

negative effects on crop growth (pinto beans) following a

hydroponic study at 160 ppm of oxytetracycline (Batchelder,

1981). Examples of other toxic effects on plant physiology include

chlorosis and necrosis on zucchini (C. pepo) leaves, from soil

concentrations of carbamazepine ranging from 1 to 20 mg kg-1

(Knight et al., 2017). Negative effects on lettuce (L. sativa) root

morphology have also been observed following exposure to

estradiol and ethinyl estradiol concentrations ranging from 0.1-

10,000 mg L-1 (Adeel et al., 2017). Other examples include

significant decrease in germination of lettuce (L. sativa) seeds

following exposure to ampicillin, colistin, amoxicillin, ampicillin

and reduced biomass following amoxicillin exposure (Benassi-

Borba et al., 2021). Reduced biomass has also been observed in

lettuce (L. sativa) grown hydroponically exposed to a mixture of

antiretrovirals at a concertation of 100 mgL-1 (Akenga et al., 2021). It
is important to note that whilst measurable effects have been

observed the concentrations at which these effects are typically

observed are generally higher (i.e. mg kg-1) than those observed in

real agricultural environments (i.e. ng kg-1 to low ug kg-1).

Nevertheless, this does not preclude the potential for these

biologically active pharmaceuticals to induce sub-lethal effects at

much lower, environmentally relevant concentrations. Recently

there has been a shift to study effects of pharmaceuticals beyond
FIGURE 1

A summary diagram demonstrating key mechanisms of pharmaceutical uptake and accumulation in plants and observed sub-lethal plant effects.
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biomass and lethality, in order to understand sub-lethal effects

which often occur at low-level chronic exposures (Saaristo et al.,

2018). Sub-lethal effects include metabolism and/or behaviour

which may have cascading effects through ecosystems (Mayer-

Pinto et al., 2020).

Pharmaceuticals are mostly designed to be biologically active

and interact with mammal biological receptors and this potency is

not lost in the environment or when taken up by biota, such as

plants. Importantly studies have also unveiled plants have more in

common with mammals than previously thought, for example their

ability to communicate with each other (Sharifi and Ryu, 2021;

Brosset and Blande, 2022) as well as signalling in response to

environmental stimuli (Akula and Mukherjee, 2020; Segundo-

Ort in and Calvo , 2022) . Ev idence sugges t s severa l

communication, and biochemical pathways in plants are shared

with those in mammals (Segundo-Ortin and Calvo, 2022). Notable

examples include the use of electrical action potentials, akin to

neurons in mammals (Favre and Agosti, 2007; Felle and

Zimmermann, 2007) and similar responses of plants to

anaesthetics as those exhibited by mammals (Yokawa et al.,

2017). For a majority of pharmaceuticals it has also been

established that pharmaceutical potency is not lost when these

chemicals enter the environment, including in the soil-plant

continuum. Shared receptors between species (i.e. mammals and

plants) provides a route by which response pathways can be

initiated (Rocha et al., 2021; Krupka et al., 2022). For example

anti-convulsant pharmaceuticals are designed to interact with

cation channels in humans (Waszkielewicz et al., 2013) and

similar ion channels are found in plants, which could be affected

by these pharmaceuticals following accumulation by the plant

(Carter et al., 2014). Given the widespread prevalence of human

and veterinary pharmaceuticals in the environment, it is therefore

necessary to examine whether these chemicals are responsible for

unintended sub-lethal effects on plant biological functioning which,

following exposure at higher concentrations have already been

shown to result in the manifestation of responses such as plant

lethality and reduced germination and growth. Impacts on plant

functioning have the potential to result in wider ecosystem effects

including for example our ability to meet the food demands of a

growing population (Cheng and Cheng, 2015; Fu et al., 2019).

The aim of this review was therefore to present an up-to-date

synthesis of published literature which has demonstrated the

potential for pharmaceuticals to induce sub-lethal plant effects. We

divide the review in two sections, in Section 2 sub-lethal effects that

have been studied following pharmaceutical exposure are reviwed.

This section is divided in 4 sub-sections of the four classes of

pharmaceuticals for which sub-lethal effects in plants have been

studied, namely antibiotics, non-steroidal antiinflamatory drugs,

antipsychotics and antihyperglycemics. Section 3 reviews the

known biomolecular pathways key to plant life and explores how

pharmaceuticals in use or in development may affect these

biomolecular pathways based on shared receptors of their mode of

action in the intended organism and that of plants. The

pharmaceutical classes which were found to potentially affect plant
Frontiers in Agronomy 04
biomolecular pathways were neuro-active pharmaceuticals

(antipsychotics, antidepressants, acetylcholinesterase inhibitors)

imidiazoles, histamines, beta-blockers, antihistamines, diuretic

agent, antiparasitics (including antifungals and antibiotics), anti-

cancer pharmaceuticals, non-steroidal antiinflamatory drugs and

antineoplastics. Our review underpins further analysis exploring the

similarities between the mode of action of pharmaceuticals in the

intended organism and the observed effect in plants, as well as

highlighting plant receptors which are expected to be affected by

pharmaceuticals given receptor similarities amongst different species.
2 Sub-lethal plant effects following
pharmaceutical exposure

Traditionally, ecotoxicology has assessed the risk posed by

chemicals based on survival (or lethality), as an endpoint,

however this has been criticised as sub-lethal effects with severe

consequences are more likely in the context of environmental

chemical pollution (Straub et al., 2020). Environmental pollution

is not limited to short-term, acute exposures; long-term and low-

level chronic exposures can be equally damaging to the

environment (Saaristo et al., 2018). Sub-lethal effects reflect

changes beyond population abundance and shed light on effects

on their physiology, metabolism and/or behaviour which may affect

ecosystem functioning by reducing the fitness of organisms and

these impacts may cascade through ecosystems (Mayer-Pinto et al.,

2020). For example, in recent years there has been a move in

pesticide ecotoxicology to assess sub-lethal endpoints considering

population implications and soil health as a whole (Vischetti et al.,

2020). In the regulatory context, recent European Chemical Agency

(ECHA) methodologies assess reproduction activity, morphological

and behavioural changes of earthworms, collembola and mites and

evaluate nitrogen and carbon transformation activity for

microorganisms (Vischetti et al., 2020). In plants, sub-lethal

effects going beyond physiological changes affecting yield, such as

reduced biomass and germination, have been classified as oxidative

stress, affecting the phytohormone regulatory network, toxic effect

on metabolomic pathways, stimulation of heat shock protein

production, affecting micro RNAs and the production of Phase I

and II metabolites which can have further effects (Mansilla et al.,

2021). These effects can result in detrimental consequences in plant

fitness and ecosystem health, which ultimately has agricultural

implications in terms of feeding the growing population as well as

environmental health concerns.

In this section we review the latest research which has evaluated

the potential for pharmaceuticals to elicit sub-lethal effects in plants,

and focus on understanding the relationship between observed

effects and pharmaceutical mode of action. Table 1 provides a

summary of select endpoints which have been attributed to

pharmaceutical exposure. However, it is important to note that

pharmaceuticals may undergo in-plant metabolism, where effects

may sometimes be elicited by metabolites, instead of the

pharmaceutical parent compound. As pharmaceutical metabolites
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Sub-lethal effects of pharmaceuticals on plants vs intended effect in target species.

Pollutant Mode of action on intended species Effect on non-intended species

Antibiotics

Amoxicillin Interrupt bacterial cell wall formation through covalent binding
to essential penicillin-binding enzymes involved in (Bush and
Bradford, 2016).

• Photosynthesis
o Photosynthetic electron transport in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)

Ampicillin • Photosynthesis
o Photosynthetic electron transport in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)
o Disturbances in chloroplast division in spreading earth moss
(P. patens) (Krupka et al., 2022)

Penicillin • Photosynthesis
o Photosynthetic electron transport in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)

Ceftazidime • Photosynthesis
o Net assimilation rate inhibited due mainly to reduction in stomatal

conductance in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)
o Photosynthetic electron transport in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)

Ceftriaxone • Photosynthesis
o Net assimilation rate inhibited due mainly to reduction in stomatal

conductance in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)
o Photosynthetic electron transport in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)

Ciprofloxacin Target deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis
(Kaufman, 2011).

• Oxidative stress
o Reactive oxygen species surpass antioxidant capacity in
microalgae (R. subcapitata) (Aderemi et al., 2018)

• Photosynthesis
o Net assimilation rate inhibited due mainly to reduction in stomatal

conductance in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)
o Reduction of photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls and
carotenoids) in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)
o Affecting mitochondrial electron transport chain in
duckweed (Lemna minor L.) (Gomes et al., 2017)
o Reduced Rubisco activity in maize (Z. mays) (Gomes et al.,
2020)
o Smaller vascular bundles, compromising transport of products
from photosynthesis in maize (Z. mays) (Gomes et al., 2020)

• Cellular energy allocation
o Increase of energy available for growth in microalgae
(R. subcapitata) (Aderemi et al., 2018)

Levofloxacin • Oxidative stress
o Increase in H2O2 and malondialdehyde leading to damage in cell
membrane structure in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)
o Antioxidant enzyme change, which was concentration dependent
in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)

Antioxidant-related gene expression in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)

Enrofloxacin • Oxidative stress
o Increase in H2O2 and malondialdehyde leading to damage in cell
membrane structure in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)
o Antioxidant enzyme change, which was concentration dependent in rice (O.

sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)
Antioxidant-related gene expression in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)

Norfloxacin • Oxidative stress
o Increase in H2O2 and malondialdehyde leading to damage in cell
membrane structure in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)
o Antioxidant enzyme change, which was concentration dependent in rice (O.

sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)
o Antioxidant-related gene expression in rice (O. sativa L.) (Jin et al., 2023)

Erythromycin Interfere with protein synthesis (Kaufman, 2011). • Photosynthesis
o Reduction of photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls and carotenoids) in

wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)
o Reduction of net photosynthesis through reduction of ribulose-1,5-

bisphosphate carboxylase in microalgae (S. capricornutum) (Rocha et al., 2021)
o Increase of photochemical quenching and electron transport rate in silver

poplar (P. alba) (Rocha et al., 2021)
• Oxidative stress

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 Continued

Pollutant Mode of action on intended species Effect on non-intended species

o Reactive oxygen species surpass antioxidant capacity in microalgae (R.
subcapitata) (Aderemi et al., 2018)
• Cellular energy allocation
• Reduction of energy available for growth in microalgae (R. subcapitata)
(Aderemi et al., 2018)

Clarithromycin • Cellular energy allocation
• Reduction of energy available for growth in microalgae (R. subcapitata)
(Aderemi et al., 2018)

Sulfamethoxazole Inhibit folate synthesis (Kaufman, 2011) • Oxidative stress
o Reactive oxygen species surpass antioxidant capacity in microalgae (S.

capricornutum) (Rocha et al., 2021)
• Cellular energy allocation
o Reduction of energy available for growth microalgae (R. subcapitata)

(Aderemi et al., 2018)
• Photosynthesis
• Reduction of net photosynthesis in microalgae (S. capricornutum) (Rocha
et al., 2021)

Sulfadiazine • Photosynthesis
• Chlorophyl content reduction in several species (O. sativa) (Cheong
et al., 2020)

Sulfamethazine • Photosynthesis
• Chlorophyl content reduction across several species (Cheong et al., 2020)

Oxytetracycline Interfere with protein synthesis (Kaufman, 2011). • Oxidative stress markers increase
o Wheat (T. aestivum) carotenoid content increase (Guo et al., 2022)
o Antioxidant enzyme activity increases in Wheat (T. aestivum) (Guo et al.,

2022)
o Diminishing plant antioxidant capacities across several species (Rocha et al.,

2021)
• Photosynthesis
o Interference with mitochondrial and chloroplast protein synthesis across

several species (Rocha et al., 2021)
• Net photosynthesis reduction across several species (Rocha et al., 2021)

Tetracycline • Photosynthesis
o Photosynthetic electron transport reduction in wheat (T. aestivum) and in

ginger (Z. officinale) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2018) and in ginger (Z.
officinale) this has been observed to be linked to intracellular carbon dioxide
increase (Liu et al., 2018)
o Reduction of photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls and carotenoids) across

several plant species (Opris ̧ et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2018; Margas et al., 2019;
Krupka et al., 2022)
o Net photosynthesis reduction across several species (Rocha et al., 2021)
o Reduction of photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance (resulting in

reduced leaf transpiration rate), maximal photochemical efficiency of photosystem
II, variable fluorescence maximum in ginger (Z. officinale) (Liu et al., 2018)
• Heat dissipation increase and reduction of capacity to use light as energy in
ginger (Z. officinale) (Liu et al., 2018)

Doxycycline • Photosynthesis
o Photosynthetic electron transport in wheat (T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)

• Reduction of photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls and carotenoids) in wheat
(T. aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013)

Non steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

Diclofenac Exert action via inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis by
inhibiting cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) and cyclooxygenase-2
(COX-2) (Gan, 2010)

• Oxidative stress responses
o Increase in amount of reactive nitrogen and oxygen species in roots in

common duckweed (L. minor) (Kummerová et al., 2016), in maize (Z. mays) and
tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L) (Siemieniuk et al., 2021)
o Activity of antioxidant systems increased due to oxidative stress in common

duckweed (L. minor) (Kummerová et al., 2016)
o Increased lipid peroxidation in common duckweed (L. minor)
(Kummerová et al., 2016)

(Continued)
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TABLE 1 Continued

Pollutant Mode of action on intended species Effect on non-intended species

o Increased oxidised ascorbate and thiols in common duckweed (L. minor)
(Kummerová et al., 2016)
o Elevated glutathion-reductase activity in common duckweed (L. minor)

(Kummerová et al., 2016)
o Activation of metabolic stress defence mechanisms in common duckweed

(L. minor) (Wahman et al., 2022)
o Increased H2O2 in maize (Z. mays) (Siemieniuk et al., 2021).
o Reduced carotenoid content in maize (Z. mays) and tomato (Solanum

lycopersicum L) (Siemieniuk et al., 2021).
o Expression of several stress related genes in lettuce (L. sativa) (Bigott et al.,

2021)
• Affecting photosynthesis
o Photosynthesis pigment reduction in common duckweed (L. minor)

(Kummerová et al., 2016), maize (Z. mays) and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L)
(Siemieniuk et al., 2021)
o Increase in non-photochemical quenching in in common duckweed (L.

minor) (Kummerová et al., 2016)
• Increase photochemical pigments (chlorphyll and carotenoids) across several
species (Madikizela et al., 2022)

Naproxen • Oxidative stress responses
• Increase H2O2 in maize (Z. mays) and tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L), and
increased pigment content in maize (Z. mays) (Siemieniuk et al., 2021)

Ibuprofen • Oxidative stress responses
o Increased oxidative stress across several species (Madikizela et al., 2022)

• Affecting photosynthesis
• Photosynthesis pigment reduction in black-eyed pea (V. unguiculata L.)
(Madikizela et al., 2022)

Acetaminophen Not fully understood- sometimes classified as NSAID due to its
ability to inhibit cyclooxygenase (COX) pathways (Wishart
et al., 2017)

• Affecting cell respiratory pathway
o Affected cell respiration protein species suggesting possible dysregulation of

the Krebs cycle in lettuce (L. sativa) (Leitão et al., 2021)
• Affecting photosynthesis
• Reduced photosynthesis in lettuce (L. sativa) (Madikizela et al., 2022)

Antipsychotics

Carbamazepine Not fully elucidated and debated. Inhibits sodium channel
firing, treating seizure activity. In mammals it lowers
polysynaptic nerve response and inhibits post-tetanic
potentiation (Wishart et al., 2017)

• Stress indicators
o Significantly increased stress related protein species such as catalase,

superoxide dismutase and peroxidases in lettuce (L. sativa) tissues (Leitão et al.,
2021)
o Initial inhibition of peroxidases (important enzyme to regulate oxidative

stress) activity during the first 14 days of the exposure, but potential recovery
after 21 days exposure in cattails (Typha spp.) (Dordio et al., 2011).
o Induced oxidative stress in hydroponically grown lettuce (L. sativa).

Hydrogen peroxide levels increased both in leaves and in roots while
malondialdehyde increased only in leaves (Leitão et al., 2021)
• Affecting cell respiration
o Possible dysregulation of the Krebs cycle in lettuce (L. sativa) (Leitão et al.,

2021)
• Photosynthesis
o Reduction in photosynthetic pigments in zucchini (C. pepo) (Carter et al.,

2015)
• Affecting plant hormones
o Effect on concentrations of plant hormones (auxins, cytokinins, abscisic

acid and jasmonates) in zucchini (C. pepo) (Carter et al., 2015)
• Nutrient composition
• Channing zucchini (C. pepo) leave nutrient composition (Carter et al., 2015)

Lamotrigine Acts mostly via Na+ and Ca2+ channels (Waszkielewicz
et al., 2013)

• Oxidative stress responses
o Expression of stress related genes in lettuce (L. sativa) (Bigott et al., 2021)

• Circadian rhythm
• May act as a signal or zeitgeber, affecting the circadian expression of stress
related genes in lettuce (L. sativa) possibly causing a repressed physiological status
of the plant (Bigott et al., 2021).

(Continued)
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are rarely quantified it is not always possible to differentiate between

effects induced by the parent compound or potential metabolites

(Madikizela et al., 2022).

A promising approach to understanding the mechanistics

behind the sub-lethal effects detailed in this section and Table 1,

are omics techniques. These include genomics, transcriptomics and

miRNAomics as well as metabolomics, proteomics and lipidomics,

which have been developed and used for multiple applications,

including understanding molecular changes at virtually all levels of

an organisms biology in organisms in the context of ecotoxicity

(Worley and Powers, 2013; Liu et al., 2019; Matich et al., 2019;

Ebner, 2021; Jamla et al., 2021). For example proteomics have been

used to elucidate the molecular pathways by which stressors such as

salinity and heat stress affect plants (Sun et al., 2017; Zhao et al.,

2018). Whilst studies utilising omics approaches to investigate sub-

lethal impacts of pharmaceuticals on plant functioning are still in

their infancy, multi-omic approaches unveiled that nanoplastics can

modulate terpenoid and flavonoid biosynthesis pathways by

regulating small RNA transcription and protein expression (Yu

et al., 2022).

Only four classes of pharmaceuticals were found to have been

studied in relation to their sub-lethal effects on plants, namely

antibiotics, non-steroidal antiinflamatory drugs, antipsychotics and

antihyperglycemics, as discussed in this section. Section 3 will

thenexplore which other classes should be studied based on

biological receptors affected by their mode of action which are the

same in plants as in the intended organism.
2.1 Antibiotics

Antibiotics are designed to reduce/inhibit bacterial cellular

growth, exploiting the differences between bacterial prokaryotic

cells and mammal eukaryotic cells. The four main mode of action

pathways of antibiotics include inhibition of 1) bacterial cell wall

synthesis; 2) bacterial deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis; 3)

bacterial protein synthesis; 4) folate synthesis (Kaufman, 2011).

Penicillin and cephalosporins (beta-lactam antibiotics) are amongst

the most commonly used antibiotics (Krupka et al., 2022) and their

mode of action is to interrupt bacterial cell wall formation through

covalent binding to essential penicillin-binding enzymes that are

involved in the terminal steps of peptidoglycan (the polysaccharide

forming the outside of bacterial cell membrane) cross-linking in

bacteria (Bush and Bradford, 2016). Given that plant cells do not

share the cell wall structure of prokaryotic bacterial cells, it would be
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expected that these antibiotics are less toxic towards plants cells.

Published research does exist which supports this theory (Rede

et al., 2019), for example, amoxicillin did not affect germination of

lettuce (L. sativa), alfalfa (M. sativa) and carrot (D. carota), when

other antibiotics such as sulfamethoxazole did under the same

conditions (Hillis et al., 2011). However, it is important to point

that this research has assessed non-sublethal end points such as

effects on germination, root elongation, shoot and leaf length (Hillis

et al., 2011; Rede et al., 2019). Comparatively, a study assessing

antibiotic induced sub-lethal effects, observed that amoxicillin,

ampicillin and penicillin G at concentrations of 0.5 and 1.5 mg

L−1 reduced photosynthetic electron transport rate in wheat (T.

aestivum) (Opris ̧ et al., 2013). The same study also observed

reduced stomatal conductance and photosynthetic electron

transport upon wheat exposure to cephalosporins (Opris ̧ et al.,

2013), which clearly shows antibiotic uptake can elicit sub-lethal

responses in a plant (further examples in Table 1), despite the fact

the mode of action for these effects remains unknown.

Antibiotics targeting deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis

include fluroquinolones (e.g. ciprofloxacin), and other commonly

used antibiotics such as metronidazole, nitrofurantoin and

rifampicin (Kaufman, 2011). In plants fluroquinolone uptake has

resulted in a suite of morphological effects, such as oxidative stress,

affecting several aspects of photosynthesis, including reducing

photosynthetic pigments, and altering cellular energy allocation,

as can be seen in Table 1, on different plant species including

common bean (P. vulgaris), cucumber (C. sativus), common wheat

(T. aestivum), field mustard (B, campestris (L)) and alfalfa (M.

sativa) (Sodhi and Singh, 2021). Fluoroquinolone exposure has also

been shown to affect photosynthesis (Aristilde et al., 2010; Rocha

et al., 2021; Sodhi and Singh, 2021). A range of different pathways

have been proposed to describe this effect, including for example 1)

inhibition of photosystem II (PS-II), a key enzyme in

photosynthetic electron transport (Aristilde et al., 2010) 2) an

effect on mitochondrial electron transport chain (Gomes et al.,

2017), 3) diminished Rubisco activity resulting in smaller vascular

bundles which affect the transportation of photosynthesis products

(Gomes et al., 2020) 4) and a reduction in chlorophyll content

(Sodhi and Singh, 2021). Quinolones, like fluoroquinolones, are

another class of antibiotic which inhibits the DNA synthesis of

bacteria. This mode of action appears conserved in plants with

demonstrated effects on plant DNA gyrase, impacting DNA

replication and repair (Rocha et al., 2021). Quinolones have also

been shown to elicit an oxidative stress response, including

levofloxacin, enrofloxacin, norfloxacin in rice (O. sativa.) (Jin
TABLE 1 Continued

Pollutant Mode of action on intended species Effect on non-intended species

Antihyperglycemic

Metformin Targets the enzyme AMPK, (Ambrosio-Albuquerque
et al., 2021),

• Oxidative stress indicators
o Ascorbate peroxidase increased in in lettuce (L. sativa) roots (Leitão et al.,

2021)
• Affecting respiratory pathway
• Affected cell respiration protein species suggesting possible dysregulation of
the Krebs cycle in lettuce (L. sativa) (Leitão et al., 2021)
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et al., 2023) and ciprofloxacin in microalgae (R. subcapitata)

(Aderemi et al., 2018).

Antibiotics that interfere with protein synthesis include

aminoglycosides, tetracyclines and macrolides (Kaufman, 2011).

Protein synthesis pathways in plants and bacteria are similar, and as

such uptake and accumulation of these antibiotics by plants is

expected to affect chloroplast and mitochondrial systems (Opris ̧
et al., 2013). Interestingly recent research has demonstrated that

exposure to tetracyclines decreased several photosynthetic

parameters (as can be seen in Table 1), including reducing

electron transfer and photosynthetic pigments across several plant

species, providing evidence that plant protein synthesis pathways

were inhibited to a degree following antibiotic exposure (Rocha

et al., 2021). Folate synthesis is another key pathway in plants which

is responsible for nitrogen metabolism, a crucial nutrient for plant

growth and development (Rocha et al., 2021). Plants share the folate

biosynthetic pathway with bacteria (Cheong et al., 2020), so

antibiotics which inhibit folate synthesis including sulfonamides

and trimethoprim (Kaufman, 2011), are expected to have an impact

on plant growth and development. As expected, sulfonamide

exposure has been shown to reduce plant growth and

germination as well as reduce chlorophyll content (Cheong

et al., 2020).

As can be seen from Table 1, several classes of antibiotics have

been shown to affect photosynthesis in plants. This is believed to be

linked to chloroplasts being descendants of cyanobacteria;

specifically pathways responsible for chloroplast division originate

from the bacterial peptidoglycan synthesis pathway, the same

pathway targeted by beta-lactam antibiotics (Krupka et al., 2022).

Tetracyclines appear to interfere with mitochondrial and

chloroplast protein synthesis, as well as with diminishing plant

antioxidant capacities (Rocha et al., 2021). The pathways by which

other antibiotic classes affect photosynthesis are not yet fully clear,

however it is known is that antibiotic accumulation in plants leads

to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) accumulation in chloroplasts,

resulting in protein damage which coordinates electron flow

during photosynthesis (Krupka et al., 2022).

It is important to note that hormesis, positive effects of a

stressor at low concentrations, have been observed in relation to

antibiotic exposure to plants, for example by increasing chlorophyll

content due to the reduction in the activity of chlorophyllase. It is

not fully understood why this occurs, but there seems to be a link

between production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) species upon

stressor interaction and the activation of adaptive/beneficial

responses (Krupka et al., 2022).
2.2 Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

NSAIDs are medicines that are widely used to relieve pain, reduce

inflammation, and bring down a high temperature. NSAID mode of

action occurs via the non-selective inhibition of the cyclooxygenase

enzymes, including cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) and cyclooxygenase-2

(COX-2) isoenzymes, which then prevents the formation of

prostaglandins and thromboxane from arachidonic acid (AA) (Abbas

et al., 2021). Despite the fact this pathway is not shared with plants,
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NSAID exposure has been shown to result in a range of sub-lethal effects

in plants including oxidative stress and impacts on photosynthesis

(Kummerová et al., 2016; Bigott et al., 2021; Siemieniuk et al., 2021;

Madikizela et al., 2022), as can be seen in Table 1. From a proteomic

analysis of lettuce (L. sativa) leaves and roots grown hydroponically

following exposure to metformin, acetaminophen and carbamazepine

(at 1 mg L-1) over 8 days found 612 and 237 significantly different

proteins to controls in roots and leaves respectively. Exposure to

acetaminophen, a pharmaceutical sometimes classified as a NSAID,

was linked to cell respiration protein species being affected, suggesting

possible dysregulation of the Krebs cycle (Leitão et al., 2021). The

pathway by which this group of pharmaceuticals affects plants is

therefore not clear; however further analysis is provided in Section 3.3

to explore this concept further.
2.3 Antipsychotics

The mode of action of antipsychotic drugs is not fully

e luc ida t ed , howeve r the way in wh i ch they a ff e c t

neurotransmitters, many of which are shared with plants, can be

linked to reported negative responses in plants (Table 1). Stress

responses such as effects on cell respiration, photosynthesis, nutrient

composition and plant circadian rhythm have all been reported

following plant uptake and accumulation of antipsychotic

pharmaceuticals (Carter et al., 2015; Bigott et al., 2021; Leitão

et al., 2021). Specifically, exposure of lettuce (L. sativa) to 0.1, 1

and 5 mg L-1 of carbamazepine in hydroponic conditions for 15

days, resulted in several oxidative stress responses such as increase

in hydrogen peroxide in leaves and roots and the increase of

antioxidant enzymes. From a proteomic analysis of lettuce (L.

sativa) leaves and roots grown hydroponically following exposure

to metformin, acetaminophen and carbamazepine (at 1 mg L-1) over

8 days found 612 and 237 significantly different proteins to controls

in roots and leaves respectively. Exposure to the antiphyschotic

carbamazepine was linked to expression of stress proteins and cell

respiration protein species being affected, suggesting possible

dysregulation of the Krebs cycle (Leitão et al., 2021). The wide

suite of effects observed is likely linked to the many key plant

pathways regulated by neurotransmitters (further details provided

in Section 3.2).
2.4 Antihyperglycemics

With increasing cases of type 2 diabetes mellitus, the number of

oral antihyperglycemic pharmaceuticals in use has increased 5-fold

in the past 6 years (Silvio E., 2022). Antihyperglycemic

pharmaceuticals fit into five different categories based on their

mode of action, namely sulfonylurea, nonsulfonylurea insulin

secretagogues, biguanides, a-glucosidase inhibitors, and

thiazolidinediones (Silvio E., 2022). This class of pharmaceutical

is understudied in plants (further details in section 4.2), with only

data available for metformin (Table 1). Metformin is commonly

found in the aquatic environment due to its high use, incomplete

metabolism in humans and poor removal in wastewater treatment
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plants (Ambrosio-Albuquerque et al., 2021). Metformin targets the

AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK), which is orthologues to the

plant enzyme, sucrose-non-fermenting enzyme-related protein

kinase-1 (SnRK1). In algae, metformin has been shown to inhibit

photosynthesis by activating the plant enzyme SnRK1 (Ambrosio-

Albuquerque et al., 2021). Further research is therefore needed to

explore the effects of metformin uptake in crops as the plant enzyme

SnRK1 can regulate cellular energy and reduce light processing

capacity, in plants as well as algae. From a proteomic analysis of

lettuce (L. sativa) leaves and roots grown hydroponically following

exposure to metformin, acetaminophen and carbamazepine (at 1

mg L-1) over 8 days found 612 and 237 significantly different

proteins to controls in roots and leaves respectively. Exposure to

the antihyperglycemic metformin was linked to cell respiration

protein species being affected, suggesting possible dysregulation of

the Krebs cycle (Leitão et al., 2021).
3 Biomolecular plant pathways
conserved in mammals which could
be affected by pharmaceuticals

The global use of medicines is growing. On average 38 new

drugs were approved per year from 2010 to 2019 in North America

alone. (U.S. Congress, 2021). It is therefore unrealistic to evaluate

the potential effects of all active pharmaceutical ingredients on all

plant species despite the fact that there are multiple conserved

biomolecular pathways in eukaryotes that control key response and

development functions in both mammals and plants (Gallé et al.,

2015; Akula and Mukherjee, 2020). One option to prioritise future

research efforts would be to focus on plant-pharmaceutical

combinations deemed most at risk. An evaluation of potential

similarities between the pharmaceutical mode of action in the

intended species and the unintended effect on plants offers a

means to prioritise and direct future efforts. It is important to

note that despite this section being broken down based on different

biochemical pathways and signal molecules in plants, there is a

strong interconnection between all pathways and an effect on a

singular pathway is likely to result in a cascade of multiple effects on

other biomolecular pathways, ultimately impacting on a suite of

different plant processes.
3.1 Electrical signalling

Electrical, or voltage gated, signals have been studied in

numerous species (Gallé et al., 2015), with the calcium ion (Ca2+)

identified as acting as a signalling transducer in all eukaryotic

organisms (Pirayesh et al., 2021). Voltage-gated signalling plays a

key role in plants transmitting stimuli information such as touch,

light, gravity and temperature and thus regulating their responses to

biotic and abiotic stress (Gallé et al., 2015; Pirayesh et al., 2021). Ca2

+ signalling can occur in the plant across long distances between

different plant organs, through sieve tubes (Gallé et al., 2015). These

cross-organ signals have been shown to influence critical plant
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after pollen has been received (Gallé et al., 2015). Signalling can also

be intracellular across organelles to regulate growth and

development process (Pirayesh et al., 2021). Any potential

interaction of pharmaceuticals with Ca2+ signalling pathways

could therefore affect a plant’s response to environmental stimuli,

development and growth.

Ca2+ signalling is comprised of: i) a stimulus induced transient

or sustained increase in the free Ca2+ concentration [Ca2+], ii) the

detection of changes in [Ca2+] by Ca2+ sensor proteins, iii) a down-

stream response triggered by the action of the Ca2+ sensor proteins

and iv) the removal of excess free Ca2+ (Pirayesh et al., 2021). In

step two, Ca2+ detection and decoding occurs by different Ca2+

sensors, of which calmodulin is the most common detector protein,

and it is shared among all eukaryotic cells. There are other detector

proteins, which are plant-specific (Pirayesh et al., 2021). Although

some of the plant-specific proteins may be affected by mammal

intended pharmaceuticals, the fact that calmodulin is an

evolutionary shared protein with conserved function across

eukaryotic species, raises the specific need to better understand

pharmaceuticals with the potential to inhibit this protein

specifically. Phenothiazines, as one of the most common

antipsychotic classes of pharmaceuticals, are known calmodulin

inhibitors, and are also known to be persistent to conventional

wastewater treatment and as such are often detected in wastewaters

which can enter the environment (El-Azazy, 2023). Antipsychotic

phenothiazines such as trifluoperazine and fluphenazine may

become even more widely used as they are currently being

studied for their potential in cancer treatment and as an anti-

retroviral (Manoharan et al., 2022; Mao et al., 2022; Westerlund

et al., 2022). Therefore, they should be further studied in terms of

their potential to elicit sub-lethal effects in plants.

Imidazole’s are anti-fungal agents, whose primary mode of

action is through the inhibition of ergosterol (a sterol found in

fungi which maintains cell integrity) synthesis; however, it has

recently been identified that they can also act as antagonists to

calmodulin (Breitholtz et al., 2020). In the wider ecotoxicity

literature, exposure to miconazole (a model imidazole drug)

resulted in calmodulin inhibition in the water flea, (D. magna)

(Breitholtz et al., 2020). On the basis of the shared role of

calmodulin between species, there is therefore the potential for

these pharmaceuticals to also interfere with Ca2+ signalling in

plants. Imidiazoles are of particular concern as, in addition to

human and veterinary therapeutic use, they are also widely used

in the agricultural environment as a fungicide (Anagnostopoulou,

2022), and as such further research is needed to explore the

potential for imidiazole uptake and potential effects in plants.
3.2 Neurotransmitters and neuromotors

Plants possess most of the chemistry of the neuromotoric

system in mammals, i.e. neurotransmitters and neuromodulators,

such as acetylcholine, biogenic amines (dopamine, noradrenaline,

adrenaline, histamine), indoleamines (e.g. melatonin, serotonin),

catechoalmines (norepinephrine), alpha-aminoacid (glutamate)
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and g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Frederick and Stanwood, 2009;

Gallé et al., 2015; Akula and Mukherjee, 2020). Neurotransmitters

in plants play important roles in organogenesis, flowering, ion

permeability, photosynthesis, circadian rhythm, reproduction,

fruit ripening, photomorphogenesis and adaptation to

environmental changes (Akula and Mukherjee, 2020). Classes of

pharmaceuticals which inhibit or enhance neurotransmitter action

in mammals such as antidepressants (e.g. serotonin and

norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors) could therefore affect these

key plant processes. The cross-species effect of four different neuro-

active pharmaceuticals (sertraline, venlafaxine, duloxetine and

fluoxetine) has already been shown on the common water flea (D.

magna) neurotramsitters (Gómez-Canela et al., 2019), and the fact

that these chemical pathways are conserved in plants suggests the

need to better understand neuro-active pharmaceutical interacts in

plants too.

Pharmaceuticals such as citalopram and escitalopram are used

to treat neurological disorders in humans, and recent research has

shown that they downregulate serotonin (MahmoudianDehkordi

et al., 2021). Serotonin is an important biogenic amine

neurotransmitter in mammals which has been associated to

controlling mood, sleep, anxiety and influencing the modulating

of gastrointestinal motility (Jones et al., 2020). However, the roles

serotonin plays in humans are not fully understood and recent

evidence suggests lower serotonin concentration or activity may not

be the cause of depression as previously thought (Moncrieff et al.,

2022). In plants serotonin plays a key role in relation to long

distance signalling, auxin-interaction, growth and morphogenesis,

regulation of root architecture, biotic and abiotic stress (Akula and

Mukherjee, 2020). Citalopram has been widely identified in effluent

wastewaters entering the environment globally (Ziegler et al., 2020),

in different regions such as South Africa (Assress et al., 2019),

Portugal (Silva et al., 2014) and Germany (Gurke et al., 2015). The

persistence of citalopram in the environment as well as the fact it

has already been shown to induce effects on non-target species, such

as brown trout (S. trutta f. fario) (Ziegler et al., 2020), indicates it is a

priority pollutant to study in relation to key serotonin regulated

plant processes. Biogenic amines, also include histamines (Akula

and Mukherjee, 2020). As such, the effects of anti-histamines should

be further studied in plants, given they have been detected in

agricultural crops (Ben Mordechay et al., 2021). Similarly, beta-

blockers, which are designed to inhibit the release of adrenaline and

noradrenaline in humans (Hieble, 2000) are understudied in terms

of their sub-lethal effects in plants, despite the uptake and

translocation of atenolol being demonstrated in agricultural crops

(Beltrán et al., 2020).

Antipsychotic pharmaceuticals have been widely used since the

50’s following the synthesis of chlorpromazine to treat diseases

including schizophrenia, bipolar disease, depression, autism,

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and dementia (Escudero

et al., 2021; Seeman, 2021). Antipsychotic pharmaceuticals are

commonly found in the environment, due to their often-

unchanged excretion and incomplete removal in wastewater

treatment facilities (Escudero et al., 2021). Chlorpromazine, as the

oldest and still commonly used antipsychotic, is an example
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commonly detected in wastewater effluents and surface waters

(Reichert et al., 2019; Goswami et al., 2022). The mode of action

of antipsychotic pharmaceuticals is not fully elucidated (Seeman,

2021), however as a group of drugs there is current agreement that

they act on multiple receptors: dopaminergic, serotoninergic,

histaminergic, adrenergic, and cholinergic (Escudero et al., 2021)

or by affecting neurotransmitters, such as chlorpromazine binding

to dopamine receptors in the brain (Seeman, 2021).

Further shared neurotransmitters across plants and mammals,

include serotonin and melatonin, which in plants have been

observed to effect organogenesis, seed germination and senescence

in species such as coffee (C. canephora), thale cress (A. thaliana),

shameplant (M. pudica), among others (Akula and Mukherjee,

2020). Dopamine has been observed to play an important role in

fertilization as well as fruit and seed development in various plant

species, including crops such as bananas (Akula and Mukherjee,

2020) and dopamine, norepinephrine, and normetanephrine have

been observed to vary at different developmental stages in potatoes

(Szopa et al., 2001). Similarly, l-Epinephrine, l-norepinephrine, and

l-isoproterenol have been shown to promote flowering in duckweed

(Khurana et al., 1987). Furthermore, biogenic amines in plants have

been found to be involved in growth and development as well as

stress response mechanisms (Kulma and Szopa, 2007; Akula and

Mukherjee, 2020). The many unknowns which remain with respect

to understanding the mode of action of antipsychotic

pharmaceuticals (Seeman, 2021), as well as neurotransmitters

biochemical pathways in plants (Akula and Mukherjee, 2020)

means it is difficult to predict the exact effects this group of

pharmaceuticals may have on plants; however, it is clear that due

to the important role neurotransmitters have in plant development,

growth, stress response and fertilization, antipsychotic

pharmaceuticals induced effects in plants is an area which merits

further study.

Neuro-active pharmaceuticals also include acetylcholinesterase

inhibitors such as donepezil, rivastigmine and galantamine, which

are chemicals that block the enzyme which breaks down

acetylcholine, enabling a build-up of acetylcholine in patients

from dementia or Alzheimer’s who have reduced levels of this

chemical in their brain (Mukherjee et al., 2007; Colovic et al., 2013).

In fact, plants themselves contain chemicals which act as

acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (Mukherjee et al., 2007). A change

in the levels of acetylcholinesterase inhibitors could therefore be

detrimental to plant signalling by affecting the balance in the plant

or inhibiting signals which need to be transmitted for plant

response to stress. Acetylcholine in plants affects tropic response,

cell division, and growth, likely by interacting with phytohormones;

with these interactions requiring further study (Akula and

Mukherjee, 2020). For example, acetylcholine has been observed

to play an important role in mitigating the effect of osmotic stress in

soybean (G. max) (Braga et al., 2017). Pharmaceuticals such as

donepezil, rivastigmine and galantamine, which have the potential

to interfere with this pathway are therefore of particular interest.

Donepezil has already been identified as taken up by plankton and

bioaccumulated by carp (C. carpino) (Grabicová et al., 2020) and

rivastigmine has been identified as present in the environment and
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causing anti-cholinesterasic to non-target species (Rocha et al.,

2014; Oboh et al., 2017).

The inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA, plays an important

role in plants and mammals. In plants, GABA has been linked to

Ca2+ signalling and its interactions with calmodulin, carbon and

nitrogen metabolism (key for metabolism, growth and development

(Huang et al., 2016)), tricarboxylic acid cycling, signalling and stress

tolerance (Akula and Mukherjee, 2020). In humans, GABA plays an

important role in seizure episodes and as such pharmaceuticals

which interfere with this neurotransmitter have been developed and

used to treat several neurological disorders (Perucca et al., 2023).

Pharmaceuticals targeting GABA, and currently in use for the

treatment of neurological conditions include the benzodiazepine

alprazolam, the a2/3/5 subtype-selective agents darigabat and ENX-
101, and the neurosteroids ETX155 and LPCN 2101. Other

pharmaceuticals which are currently used for other therapeutic

purposes, but which have been observed to affect GABA are the

diuretic agent bumetanide and the antiparasitic ivermectin (Perucca

et al., 2023). Of these pharmaceuticals, alprazolam has been

identified as persistent in the environment following wastewater

and sludge reuse (Estrada-Arriaga et al., 2016; Ivanová et al., 2018;

Pivetta et al., 2020), and benzodiazepines in general have been

identified as having high uptake potential by plants (Carter et al.,

2018). However, it is important to note that in a monitoring study

of agricultural soils irrigated with wastewater it was not detected in

soils or crops, despite being found in wastewater (Ben Mordechay

et al., 2021). Bumetanide is used to reduce extra fluid in the body

(edema) caused by conditions such as heart failure, liver disease,

and kidney disease but has also been reported to alter synaptic

excitation–inhibition balance by potentiating the action of GABA.

As bumetanide has been identified as persistent to wastewater

treatment and therefore likely to enter the environment (Zuo

et al., 2022) the potential plant uptake of bumetanide other

pharmaceuticals designed to interact with GABA presents a wider

risk to GABA mediated pathways in plants. In fact, a study with

ivermectin which has been widely detected in the aquatic and soil

environment (Rath et al., 2016) and is also a chemical which has

been observed to affect GABA, provides early evidence of

pharmaceutical induced effects in plant plants as it has already

been shown to decrease the number and weight of the soybeans (G.

max) and change the activities of antioxidant enzymes (Navrátilová

et al., 2020).

Lastly, actin is a highly adaptable and conserved protein which

acts as an neuromotor in eukaryotic organisms (Lockett et al., 2014;

Gallé et al., 2015). In mammals it is a key component of the

cytoskeleton and its functions include motility, cell division and

cytokinesis, vesicle and organelle movement, and cell signalling

(Lockett et al., 2014). Similarly in plants it is involved in cell growth,

cell division, cytokinesis, and regulating movement of various

molecules across cells (Diao and Huang, 2021). Currently no

pharmaceuticals actively target actin, but some studies for anti-

cancer drugs targeting actin as a promising way to reduce metastasis

have been undertaken (Hayot et al., 2006; Lockett et al., 2014); it is

important that these developments are monitored in terms of the

potential environmental effects these pharmaceuticals could have

on non-target species.
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3.3 Phytohormones

Plant hormones, or phytohormones, are key in regulating

plant’s development and reproduction (Bennett, 2021). They are

different from animal hormones in that they can be produced in all

plant cells, unlike in mammals were they are produced in

specialised organs (Koo et al., 2020). Plants have a highly

sophisticated cross-talk between phytohormones (Koo et al.,

2020) and other biochemicals to control key life processes (Akula

and Mukherjee, 2020) and respond to stresses such as drought

(Jogawat et al., 2021). Phytohormones can elicit different effects and

act with an antagonist or synergistic action in response to a stressor

(Ghorbel et al., 2021). Phytohormones such as, abscisic acid (ABA),

cytokinins (CKs), auxins (IAA), gibberellins (GA), ethylene (ET),

salicylic acid (SA), brassinosteroids (BRs), jasmonic acid (JA) and

strigolactones are also involved in ROS-Ca2+ mediated signals

(Pottosin et al., 2014). Therefore pharmaceuticals affecting the

synthesis or detection of any of these biomolecules in plants can

have effects on their response to environmental stimuli,

development and growth.

Examples of functions associated to different phytohormones,

include jasmonic acid and its derivatives (JAs) as lipid-derived

signalling molecules that control many plant developmental

processes. Salicylic acid mediates the phenylpropanoid pathway,

which plays an important role in defence against pathogens, some

insect pests and abiotic stresses (War et al., 2011). Salicylic acid in

plants also plays an important role in thermogenesis, abiotic stress

tolerance, DNA damage/repair, fruit yield, seed germination (Koo

et al., 2020). Auxin plays an essential role in almost every aspect of

plant growth and development processes, including cell division

and differentiation, as well as biotic and abiotic stress responses

(Koo et al., 2020). Ethylene is involved in seed germination, fruit

ripening, senescence, and abscission, as well as responses to stress

(e.g. flooding, high salt, and soil compaction) (Binder, 2020). ABA is

a key hormone for coping with environmental stress (Ng et al.,

2014), an important agricultural role in terms of changing climatic

patterns. ABA also plays an important role in seed development,

dormancy, germination, and water stress responses (Koo et al.,

2020), it is key in tolerance to environmental stress such as water

shortage, high salinity and temperature extremes (Ng et al., 2014).

Cytokinins play a key role in plant cell growth and development,

impeding senescence and alleviating abiotic stress damage (Liu

et al., 2020).

One of the key roles of phytohormones is controlling plant

flowering and reproduction. Plants have evolved to time flowering

to coincide with pollinators’ life cycles in order to maximise their

mating potential (Bennett, 2021). This process is regulated by the

expression of the FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) gene, resulting in

the FT protein moving around the phloem to the shoot appex to

promote flowering. FT gene expression is triggered by signals

received by the plant based on environmental factors such as the

day length, light quality, temperature and vernalisation, as well as

internal factors such as the plant’s age. The hormone gibberellin

also promotes flowering, independently from FT (Bennett, 2021).

Interestingly, some fungi and bacteria have independently

developed the ability to produce gibberellins, through convergent
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evolution to interact with plants as pathogens or symbionts

(Hedden, 2020), however gibberellins are not produced in

mammals and as such not targeted by the mode of action of a

specific pharmaceutical. Given the symbiotic relationship between

some plants and fungi or bacteria it would be pertinent to study

antifungals and antibacterial in the agro-environment in relation to

sub-lethal effects these may have by affecting phytohormone

communication between plants and symbiotic fungi or bacteria.

Ways in which pharmaceuticals may interact with

phytohormones and thus have a detrimental effect on plants can

be identified based on similarities across chemical structures or

biomolecular pathways. Jasmonates (JAs) are synthesised by the

activity of lipoxygenases enzymes or alpha-dioxygenases enzymes

(Ghorbel et al., 2021). Jasmonic acids are structurally similar to

prostaglandins (Ghorbel et al., 2021), so prostaglandin

pharmaceuticals may affect the different pathways they regulate,

however these chemicals have not been widely studied in the

environment. Lipoxygenases enzymes are involved in the

synthesis of JAs (Ghorbel et al., 2021), these enzymes are also

present in mammals (Mashima and Okuyama, 2015) and have been

shown to be inhibited by NSAIDs (Gan, 2010; Shahid et al., 2021).

Inhibition of JA production by NSAIDs could be one of the mode of

action by which increased stress is observed in plants exposed to

NSAIDs (as observed in Table 1). However, until recently it was

believed NSAIDs acted by inhibiting cyclooxygenase enzymes, a

recent study showed they inhibit soybean lipoxygenases (Shahid

et al., 2021), which hints at how unknown modes of action of

human and veterinary pharmaceuticals can have unintended

consequences in the environment. JAs are implicated in plant

response to biotic and abiotic stress and they are detected in

almost all plants (Ghorbel et al., 2021). Jasmonates along with

ethylene, are key in plant immune response to pathogens

(Wasternack and Song, 2016) Jasmonate signalling has also been

suggested to be involved in C:N balancing mechanism under high

C:low N conditions (Huang et al., 2016). Pharmaceutical exposure

studies taking plants to the flowering and reproductive stage are

lacking, as well as studies looking at the effect of pharmaceutical

uptake plus an added biotic or abiotic stress. Therefore, effects on

plant reproductive health and stress response, regulated by JAs may

go unnoticed. These may have significant knock-on effects on plant

biodiversity, in particular with hedgerow plant biodiversity (which

is not dependent on seed sowing).

Plant synthesis of abscisic acid has been recently better

understood (Ng et al., 2014) and includes process which are

specific to plants such as carotenoid synthesis (Metibemu and

Ogungbe, 2022). No pharmaceutical mode of action could be

identified to affect the synthesis of this plant hormone, but some

of the chemicals involved in its synthesis, such as zeaxanthin are

being currently studied for their antioxidant health benefits in

humans (Wong et al., 2022). Similarly, cytokinin’s are being

studied for their potential as human pharmaceuticals (Fathy et al.,

2022). This again points at the similar biochemical pathways

between humans and plants and how chemicals found or used by

either can affect the other. Salicylic acid is already commonly used

as a pharmaceutical, persistent to conventional wastewater
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treatment (Wang et al., 2021; Köktas ̧ and Gökkus ̧, 2022) and

found in agricultural soils and to be taken up by plants such as

lettuce (Sunyer-Caldú et al., 2022).

Despite several phytohormones themselves not being shared

with mammals, including auxins and gibberllins and thus not

targeted by pharmaceuticals, their cross-talk with other plant

biochemical pathways means their synthesis or signalling may be

indirectly affected through other pathways. Therefore, as they are

vital for plant development, growth, reproduction and symbiotic

relationships with bacteria and fungi they should remain studied in

terms of sub-lethal effects on plants from pharmaceuticals.
3.4 Reactive oxygen species

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) include hydroxyl radical (·OH),

alkoxyl radical (RO·), superoxide anion (·O2–) and oxygen-centered

non-radicals: singlet oxygen (1O2), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and

various forms of organic and inorganic peroxides (-ROO·)

(Oyinloye et al., 2015; Mittler et al., 2022) and are produced in

response to stressors in plants and mammals (Oyinloye et al., 2015;

Mittler et al., 2022). In mammals these include exposure to harmful

chemicals and irradiation (Oyinloye et al., 2015). In plants these

include excessive lighting or viruses, and they interact with other

plant signalling networks, such as phytohormones or Ca2+. They

can impact on many different signalling pathways at once because

they do not have specific sensors, like phytohormones. As such,

ROS are key in response and acclimatization of plants to extreme

weather patterns (Mittler et al., 2022).

In all cells a balance exists between ROS and the cellular

antioxidant capacity which prevents excessive damage of lipids,

proteins, RNA, DNA and other small molecules (Oyinloye et al.,

2015; Mittler et al., 2022). Oxidative stress is a common response

and endpoint assessed in plants exposed to pharmaceuticals

(Kummerová et al., 2016; Siemieniuk et al., 2021). Abiotic stress

in plants, such as salinity and heat, results in the accumulation of

ROS which can eventually lead to cellular death (de Dios Alaché,

2019; Hasanuzzaman and Fujita, 2022), this has potential negative

effects for agricultural yield and in the context of climate change.

Plant bioengineering has been looking for ways to increase crop’s

resistance to oxidative stress in order to increase crops tolerance to

stressors such as heat and salinity (Hasanuzzaman and Fujita,

2022). In mammals long term uncontrolled oxidative stress has

been linked to several inflammatory diseases such as hepatitis,

asthma, rheumatoid arthritis and cancer (Oyinloye et al., 2015).

Methotrexate is a pharmaceutical used since the 1980’s for the

treatment of rheumatoid arthritis (Cronstein and Aune, 2020) and

is one of the most frequently detected antineoplastics in the

environment (Wormington et al., 2020). Different pathways have

been linked to its mode of action, which are linked to ROS signalling

in mammal cells, the most closely linked pathway to plants is that

related to nitric oxide synthase uncoupling (Cronstein and Aune,

2020; Mittler et al., 2022). Due to this conserved pathway in plants

pharmaceuticals, such as methotrexate, targetting ROS-related

functions in mammals may interact with plant’s ROS balance in
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different ways. It is important to further research to understand the

remaining unknowns in the biochemical pathways of ROS

production and suppression in both mammals and plants, as

these will help elucidate how existing and new pharmaceuticals

may affect plant responses.
3.5 Other signalling and defence
biomolecular pathways

It has recently been shown that the source of energy adenosine

triphosphate (ATP) can also play an important role in plant

signalling (Pietrowska-Borek et al., 2020). ATP is conserved in all

cellular live forms (Pietrowska-Borek et al., 2020). Pharmaceuticals,

including diphenhydramine, a common over‐the‐counter

antihistamine, and fluoxetine, an antidepressant, have been

shown to affect mitochondrial activity and therefore ATP in

aquatic organisms (Yeh et al., 2017; Brew et al., 2020). Exposure

to these pharmaceuticals has been linked to a reduction in total

mitochondrial glutathione, suggesting reductions in ATP synthesis,

metabolic capacity, and oxidative stress (Yeh et al., 2017; Brew et al.,

2020). Similar effects could be observed in plants, as these

biomolecular pathways are conserved, and these could affect plant

energy levels as well as signalling, indicating these pharmaceuticals

should be further studied in plants.

In recent years different signalling molecules have been

identified in both plants and humans, namely Mitogen Activated

protein Kinases (MAPKs); reactive nitrogen species (RNS); Cyclic

adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and Guanosine 3’,5’-cyclic

monophosphate (cGMP). In humans these have been linked to

different diseases and although current pharmaceutics are not

designed to target them; there is ongoing research to develop

therapies targeting these common pathways. It is therefore

important to understand their role in plants and humans and

how new pharmaceuticals entering health care and potentially the

environment could affect plants. MAPKs in plants are key signalling

molecules which are vital for immunity, response to environmental

stresses, and normal growth and development (Zhang and Zhang,

2022). There are three main families of MAPKs in mammals,

namely ERK, JNK and p38 family, no obvious JNK or p38 MAPK

homolog have been identified in plants (Taj et al., 2010). In humans,

the ERK MAPK signalling pathway is affected by several cancers

and has therefore been targeted by pharmaceuticals development,

however those specifically targeting ERK MAPKs are not yet

approved for clinical use (Yuan et al., 2020), but these efforts

should be monitored in relation to their entering the environment

and potentially impact plants. Reactive nitrogen species (RNS) have

been recently identified as an important plant signalling molecule,

for growth, development, and senescence (Del Rıó, 2015), with

particular importance in responding to salt stress (Saddhe et al.,

2019). In humans uncontrolled RNS have been linked to diseases

such as cancer (Pandey and Khan, 2021). Currently research is

being carried out in the development of pharmaceuticals to treat

tuberculosis (Tuyiringire et al., 2018) or in anti-cancer therapies

(Pandey and Khan, 2021) which target RNS pathways in humans,
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again these efforts should be monitored from the perspective of

these pharmaceuticals reaching the environment and having

unintended effects on plants. cAMP and cGMP are signalling

molecules in both mammals and plants, which are recently being

further researched (Schlossmann and Schinner, 2012; Jarratt-

Barnham et al., 2021; Mangmool et al., 2023). cGMP has been

identified to be linked to important signalling pathways in humans

related to heart failure, and as such new drugs are being developed

to target this biomolecular pathway (Mangmool et al., 2023), it is

important to monitor these efforts for the potential effects they

could have on plants if they reach the agricultural environment.

Callose synthesis plays an important role in plant cellular

defence from pathogens (Wang et al., 2021; German et al., 2023)

however, knowledge gaps in terms of callose synthesis and

degradation and the crosstalk between these pathways exist

(German et al., 2023). Callose is not present in mammals and

there are currently no pharmaceuticals which mode of action targets

callose. However, callose synthesis is conserved in fungi and some

novel pharmaceuticals being developed due to increase

antimicrobial resistance target callose synthesis in fungi

(Jujjavarapu and Dhagat, 2018). It is therefore important that

researchers looking at effects of pharmaceuticals’ on plants

remain updated in terms of new pharmaceuticals being

introduced into the market which target callose.
3.6 Signalling and communication with
other plants

In the previous sub-sections we have presented an analysis of

plant biomolecular pathways which may be affected by

pharmaceuticals based on their mode of action. However, this

was done mostly from the perspective of an individual plant, in

reality plants have complex communication systems with other

plants, microorganisms and insects around them which allow them

to better respond to biotic and abiotic stress (Cheng and Cheng,

2015; Sharifi and Ryu, 2021). This phenomenon is known as plant

allelopathy and is based on an organism producing non-nutritive

biochemicals which influence the growth, survival, development

and reproduction of other organisms (microorganisms, viruses and

fungi) (Cheng and Cheng, 2015). These have been divided into two

categories, first wired communication involving plant to plant

signalling through microbial structures or hyper-plastic plant

organs and the second are termed wireless communication,

involving sending a signal through the space separating plants.

(Sharifi and Ryu, 2021). The biochemiclas eliciting allelopathy are

known as allelochemicals and have been divided into 14 categories

based on their chemical structures, for example water-soluble

organic acids and straight chain alcohols (Cheng and Cheng, 2015).

In addition, phytohormones: salicylic acid, gibberellic acid,

dopamine, jasmonates and ethylene, are also considered to be

allelochemicals (Cheng and Cheng, 2015; Akula and Mukherjee,

2020; Wang et al., 2021). As has been discussed in Section 3.3

phytohormones can influence symbiotic and pathogenic plant-

microorganism relationships. An important example is their role
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in mediating the symbiotic relationship with mycorrhizal fungi,

with some hormones promoting mycorrhizal colonisation and

growth and others hindering them (Pozo et al., 2015). Salicylic

acid is known to have negative fungal penetration on root

colonization steps (Pozo et al., 2015) and as a pharmaceutical

found in the environment (Wychodnik et al., 2020; Wang et al.,

2021; Köktas ̧ and Gökkuş, 2022; Sunyer-Caldú et al., 2022) could

negatively impact this symbiotic plant relationship. Jasmonates are

also involved in the regulation of mycorrhizal symbiotic

relationship (Pozo et al., 2015) and as described in section 3.4,

the production of this hormones is likely affected by NSAID

pharmaceuticals, their environmental presence could also affect

this symbiotic relationship.

In terms of plant wireless signals, volatile organic compounds

are one of the most widely researched and have been shown to play

a key role in warning plants to prepare in defence against

herbivorous predators, pathogens, and environmental stresses

(Brilli et al., 2019). Recent studies have also shown that volatile

organic compound (VOC) signalling can also play a role in areas

other than defence such as potentially affecting gas exchange and

nutrient assimilation in plants receiving the signal, this would

influence resource allocation to primary and secondary

metabolism, and ultimately affecting plant growth, reproduction,

and defence (Brosset and Blande, 2022). The biochemical pathways

for synthesis and reception of VOC compounds by emitting and

receiver plants are plant specific (Brosset and Blande, 2022) and no

common pathways could be found with mammals. However, to

elicit VOC warnings, plants need to be able to detect and transmit

the stressor signal, and these processes could be affected by

pharmaceuticals as previously discussed. Similarly, once the VOC

signal is received by a plant this triggers a cascade of biomolecular

responses, using pathways reviewed in Sections 3.1-3.5 (Brosset and

Blande, 2022)., which if affected by pharmaceuticals would mean

that plants are not able to prepare defence mechanisms for threats

other plants are sending warnings for. As such biotic and abiotic

stress could have wider plant population implications than only to

individual plant.

Root exudates are another plant-plant signalling mechanism

which has a role in mediating kin recognition, flowering and

production, in agricultural settings these processes facilitate mixed-

species plantations (Wang et al., 2021). The secretion of root signals is

mainly mediated by ATP-binding cassette transporters (Wang et al.,

2021), another important reason why ATP-affecting pharmaceuticals

such as diphenhydramine (Yeh et al., 2017; Brew et al., 2020), as

detailed in section 3.5, should be monitored in terms of plant effects.

These would have wider ecosystem implications as the relationship

between plant root apparatus and soil microbial communities is

strictly linked with soil fertility at a chemical, biochemical, and

microbiological level (Vischetti et al., 2020).

Understanding of plant allelopathy has been used in agriculture

since ancient times, through the use of cover crops or companion

crops to improve soil microbial health, nutrient exchange or control

pests and weeds (Cheng and Cheng, 2015). This points to the fact

that the sub-lethal effects pharmaceuticals can have on plant

biochemical pathways can have cascading effects on the wider

agricultural ecosystem, which could have implications on
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agricultural yields, potentially by making plants more susceptible

to biotic and abiotic stress.
4 Discussion: identified knowledge
gaps and future research
recommendations

4.1 Experimental set up and analysis

On the whole there is a lack of studies which have documented

sub-lethal effects in plants using realistic scenarios. A majority of

published studies are carried out using pharmaceutical

concentrations which are higher than those typically observed in

the environment (i.e. mg L-1 in irrigation water or mg kg-1 in soil)

and study exposure to a single chemical at a time (Benassi-Borba

et al., 2021; Bigott et al., 2021; Leitão et al., 2021; Mansilla et al.,

2021; Siemieniuk et al., 2021). While these studies have unveiled a

suite of biomolecular pathways in which pharmaceuticals can affect

plants, the importance of studying sub-lethal effects at realistic

environmental concentrations and mixture scenarios remains. For

example, a study using lettuce (L. sativa) and cucumber (C. sativus)

seedlings found increased root length following exposure to 10

pharmaceuticals as a mixture at realistic environmental

concentrations. An opposite trend was observed in other studies

whereby exposure to a single pharmaceutical, resulted in decreased

root length. This specific effect was attributed to either root stress

leading to root growth to access nutrients or water elsewhere or

hormesis (McGinnis et al., 2019).

A number of studies which have observed plant effects are

carried out in a hydroponic setting (Akenga et al., 2021; Bigott et al.,

2021; Leitão et al., 2021; Mansilla et al., 2021; Nikzad and Parastar,

2021; Siemieniuk et al., 2021). Hydroponics settings eliminate

confounding variables such as soil sorption and thus facilitate the

investigation of mechanistic ways in which pharmaceuticals have

the potential to result in a plant stress response. However, soil is

important component and plays a key role in determining the

bioavailability of pharmaceuticals; soil studies are also more

representative of a typical agricultural exposure. Incorporating

soil into the study design is also important as research has shown

that pharmaceuticals can indirectly affect crops by affecting other

receptors in the soil ecosystem. For example, a study exposing

lettuce (L. sativa) grown in Brazilian soil observed a significant

decrease in soil enzyme activity following exposure to antibiotics

(amoxicillin and norfloxacin at 0.1, 1, 10 mg kg-1; oxytetracycline

and Neomycin at 5, 10, 20 mg kg-1) (Benassi-Borba et al., 2021).

Other examples include avoidance behaviour of earthworms (E.

andrei) following exposure to 50 g kg-1 of enrofloxacin and

ciprofloxacin in poultry litter (Parente et al., 2021). These two

examples highlight the ways in which pharmaceutical exposure

could affect crop health or yield indirectly following an observed

negative effect on wider soil health metrics.

It remains undetermined whether plants can recover from a

stress response following exposure to a pharmaceutical. Further

study is required to understand whether a plant stressed under
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realistic pharmaceutical exposure could recover from additional

stresses such as other types of pollutants present in the agro-

environment (e.g. nano plastics (Yu et al., 2022)) or increased

temperatures or drought (Sun et al., 2017; Gaffney et al., 2021). In a

bid to minimise potential implications of heavy metal uptake by

plants, approaches to assess effects across different cultivars have

been undertaken (Yang et al., 2021) and this may be an approach

that could be used to identify crops which are resistant to

pharmaceutical exposure, in order to maximise benefits from

waste reuse and food production. Further studies are needed to

explore how pharmaceutical exposure can affect plant signalling

with other plants, for example in terms of early warning signalling

between plants for biotic and abiotic stressors. This is very

important in terms of population survival, as early warning of a

stressor allows plants to prepare and better survive biotic and

abiotic stress (Cheng and Cheng, 2015; Sharifi and Ryu, 2021).

Similarly, pharmaceuticals have the potential to affect plant

communication with other organisms such as fungi with which

they have important symbiotic relationships and this warrants

further investigation.

Pharmaceutical uptake and effect studies to date have focused

on agriculturally relevant crops such as lettuce, cabbage, carrot,

radish, maize, wheat alfalfa, tomato and cucumber (Mansilla et al.,

2021). However, it is important to note that effects cannot always be

generalised across species, even following exposure to the same

chemical. For example, a study looking at maize (Z. mays) and

tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L) found that effects on pigments

form 2 mg L-1 exposure to diclofenac and naproxen were species

dependent, with diclofenac exposure reducing chlorophyll (linked

to energy production) and carotenoid content (linked defence

mechanism against oxidative stress) in tomato leaves.

Comparatively in maize (Z. mays), pigment content actually

increased under the same conditions (Siemieniuk et al., 2021).

This supports the need for a targeted assessment of mode of

action linked effects across a wide range of agriculturally relevant

crop species, for example fruit trees (Mansilla et al., 2021), cover

crops such as red clover (McKenna et al., 2018), grasses and

wild flowers.

Studies to date mostly assess pharmaceutical effects on

endpoints at a single time-point. There is a notable lack of studies

at different time points and stages in plant development, in

particular the seeding and fruiting stages. A kinetic study which

assessed gene expression and oxidation stress at several time points

found that diclofenac and lamotrigine might act as signals or

zeitgebers affecting the circadian expression of stress related genes

in lettuce (L. sativa) (Bigott et al., 2021). Effects on the circadian

rhythm of plants should be further studied as these could have

knock-on effects in the environment by affecting the

synchronisation between flowering times and pollinators life-

cycles. Ultimately, effects across different stages of plant

development could result in wider negative implications on

agricultural yield as well as overall environmental health.

Finally, studies are usually short-term (usually ending priori to

flowering) and there are no inter-generational studies. In

ecotoxicology in general the importance of using multi-generation

reproductive studies has been highlighted as an important aspect for
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future ERAs (Straub et al., 2020). The fact that effects on genes have

been observed (Bigott et al., 2021) and that negative effects on

reproduction, such as affecting fruiting has been observed (Knight

et al., 2018) points towards the need to understand inter-

generational effects, especially for plants such as fruiting trees and

wild plants, which are self-reliant on seed/fruit production for the

next generation or for agricultural yield.
4.2 Priority pharmaceuticals

Our review highlighted several understudied classes of

pharmaceuticals which possess a mode of action with the

potential to affect key plant biomolecular pathways. From section

2 we can see there are some pharmaceutical classes which have not

been studied for their sub-lethal effects on plants.

These include antihyperglycemics, in particular the sulfonylurea

class, steroids and opiods. In humans, sulfonylurea pharmaceuticals

act by binding to the sulfonylurea receptors in pancreatic cells,

leading to a closure of the voltage-dependent potassium adenosine

trisphosphate (KATP), which facilitates depolarization of the cell

membrane, calcium entry into the cell and insulin secretion (Silvio

E., 2022). A commonly used herbicide, nicosulfuron, is also a

sulfonylurea (Dimaano and Iwakami, 2021). The mode of action

of this herbicide in plants is to inhibit the plant enzyme acetolactate

synthase, which belongs to the group of P450 monooxygenases

(P450s) and is among the major enzymes targeted by herbicides

(Dimaano and Iwakami, 2021). In plants P450 enzymes are key in

the biosynthesis of alkaloids, which are key chemicals for a wide

range of plant functions (Nguyen and Dang, 2021). Despite these

links, the effects of antihyperglycemic sulfonylurea pharmaceuticals

on plants has not been widely studied. The uptake of glyburide in

several edible crops following municipal biosolid application has

been demonstrated (Sabourin et al., 2012), as well as the uptake of

chlorpropamide in three types of sprouts (radish, buckwheat, and

okra) (Zeng et al., 2022); indicating the need to further study the

potential effects this exposure may result in. The mechanism of

action of the nonsulfonylurea insulin secretagogues (repaglinide

and nateglinide) is similar to that of sulfonylurea: interaction with

voltage dependent KATP channels on beta cells (Silvio E., 2022).

However, despite research also showing that repaglinide can be

taken up by crops (Zeng et al., 2022), an assessment of the potential

for nonsulfonylurea insulin secretagogues to result in sub-lethal

plant responses remains elusive. Two other classes of

antihyperglycemics remain understudied (a-glucosidase inhibitors
and thiazolidinediones). a-glucosidase inhibitors act by targeting

the a-glucosidase enzyme, which breaks down disaccharides and

more complex carbohydrates (Silvio E., 2022). a-glucosidase can be

found naturally in plants and controls polysaccharide composition

(Tomasik and Horton, 2012) , which indicates these

pharmaceuticals may affect plant polysaccharide control.

Thiazolidinediones (rosiglitazone and pioglitazone) alter the

transcription of several genes that regulate carbohydrate and lipid

metabolism (Silvio E., 2022), these could be similarly affected in

plants. Thiazolidinediones have not been widely studied in the

environment (Bain et al., 2014), so their presence in the agricultural
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environment or uptake to plants is not documented. It would be

necessary to first determine the prevalence of these two classes of

antihyperglycemics in the environment before studying their effects

on plants.

Steroid hormones exist both in mammals and plants,

controlling key growth and development processes (Tarkowská,

2019) and 17b-estradiol uptake and translocation has been

demonstrated in wheat (T. acstivnm L.) (Chen et al., 2021),

indicating a need to further study the sub-lethal effects of these

pharmaceuticals in plants. Opioids, such as morphine and codeine,

have been used for centuries and are derived from plants. More

recently synthetic and semi-synthetic opioids have also been

developed. They act by their presynaptic action to limit

neurotransmitter release (Al-Onizi et al., 2023). As chemicals

produced by plants and with effects on neurotransmitters (Section

3.2), these deserve further attention in terms of plant sub-

lethal effects.

From Section 3 we identified biomolecular pathways shared

across plants and mammals which may be affected by existing

pharmaceuticals which are currently understudied. These include

antipsychotic phenothiazines and anti-fungal pharmaceuticals

given their intended mode of action affects calmodulin in

mammals, and this protein is conserved in plants. In plants,

calmodulin is the main sensor protein to Ca2+ changes (Pirayesh

et al., 2021). Given Ca2+ signalling is key for transmitting

environmental stimuli information across the plant to respond to

biotic or abiotic stress, as well as regulating growth and

development processes (Gallé et al., 2015; Pirayesh et al., 2021),

the effect of antipsychotic phenothiazines and anti-fungal

pharmaceuticals on calmodulin Ca2+ signalling should be studied.

Similarly pharmaceutical classes which target mammalian

neurotransmitters as their mode of action, such as antihistamines

(targeting histamines) (Brew et al., 2020) and benzodiazepines

(targeting GABA) (Carter et al., 2018) should be further studied.

Thi s i s because h i s tamine and GABA are common

neurotransmitters across mammals and plants and play key roles

in plant growth and development (Section 3.2). Furthermore,

benzodiazepines have been identified as having high uptake

potential by plants (Carter et al., 2018) and antihistamines such

as diphenhydramine are commonly detected in the agricultural

environment (Ben Mordechay et al., 2021). Beta-blockers, designed

to inhibit the release of adrenaline and noradrenaline (Hieble, 2000)

should also be further studied and in particular atenolol, given its

uptake and translocation in agricultural crops having been

demonstrated (Beltrán et al., 2020). Acetylcholinesterase

inhibitors such as donepezil, rivastigmine and galantamine,

(Mukherjee et al., 2007; Colovic et al., 2013) should also be

studied, given that in plants acetylcholine affects tropic response,

cell division, and growth, likely by interacting with phytohormones

(Akula and Mukherjee, 2020). In particular donepezil and

rivastigmine should be further studied given their prevalence in

the environment (Rocha et al., 2014; Oboh et al., 2017; Grabicová

et al., 2020). Specific neuro-active pharmaceuticals which should be

further studied include citalopram, chlorpromazine, ivermectin and

alprazolam. Citalopram targets serotonin (MahmoudianDehkordi
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et al., 2021), and its widespread presence in the environment has

been reported(Silva et al., 2014; Gurke et al., 2015; Assress et al.,

2019; Ziegler et al., 2020). Chlorpromazine, is commonly detected

in wastewater effluents and surface waters (Reichert et al., 2019;

Goswami et al., 2022) and it acts by binding to dopamine receptors

in the brain (Seeman, 2021). Given plants share dopamine as a

neurotransmitter playing a key role in fertilization as well as fruit

and seed development (Akula and Mukherjee, 2020), this

pharmaceutical merits further attention. Ivermectin and

alaprazolam have both been recently identified to affect GABA

(Perucca et al., 2023), and given their environmental persistence

should be further studied.(Estrada-Arriaga et al., 2016; Rath et al.,

2016; Ivanová et al., 2018; Navrátilová et al., 2020; Pivetta

et al., 2020).

Methotrexate was a pharmaceutical specifically identified for

further study due to its prevalence in the environment

(Wormington et al., 2020) and because its mode of action has

been linked to nitric oxide synthase uncoupling, which also occurs

in plants (Cronstein and Aune, 2020; Mittler et al., 2022). This

pathway is linked to ROS-related functions in mammals and may

interact with plant’s ROS balance in different ways. Fluoxetine was

another specific pharmaceutical identified due to its environmental

prevalence (Fekadu et al., 2019) and potential to affect ATP, which

is conserved in all cellular live forms and plays a key signalling role

in plants (Pietrowska-Borek et al., 2020). Salicylic acid is another

specific pharmaceutical meriting further attention. It is both an

important phytohormone regulating thermogenesis, abiotic stress

tolerance, DNA damage/repair, fruit yield, seed germination (Koo

et al., 2020), and a prevalent environmental pollutant which can be

taken up by plants (Wychodnik et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021;

Köktas ̧ and Gökkus ̧, 2022; Sunyer-Caldú et al., 2022).

It is important to keep an eye on drug development pipelines

and pharmaceuticals coming to market which target shared

biomolecular pathways between mammals and plants. One

example is for pharmaceuticals targeting actin as anti-cancer

drugs (Hayot et al., 2006; Lockett et al., 2014), given this

signalling molecule in plants is involved in cell growth, cell

division, cytokinesis, and regulating movement of various

molecules across cells (Diao and Huang, 2021). Furthermore,

there has been recent research into biomolecular pathways

involving signalling molecules, which are conserved in plants and

mammals, such as ERK MApK, RNS and cAMP and cGMP (Zhang

and Zhang, 2022). These molecules play key plant roles such as

immunity, response to environmental stresses, senescence and

normal growth and development (Schlossmann and Schinner,

2012; Del Rıó, 2015; Saddhe et al., 2019; Jarratt-Barnham et al.,

2021; Zhang and Zhang, 2022; Mangmool et al., 2023). In humans

ERK MApK pathways are currently being researched as targets of

anti-cancer drugs (Yuan et al., 2020). Similarly, research is being

carried out to develop pharmaceuticals targeting RON formation to

treat tuberculosis (Tuyiringire et al., 2018) and cancer (Pandey and

Khan, 2021). Finally, cGMP biomolecular pathways are being

studied as targets to treat heart failure (Mangmool et al., 2023). It

is important to monitor these efforts for the potential effects they

could have on plants if they reach the agricultural environment.
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Given the symbiotic relationship between some plants and fungi

or bacteria it would be pertinent to study antifungals and

antibacterial in the agro-environment in relation to sub-lethal

effects as these chemicals have the potential to affect

phytohormone communication between plants and symbiotic

fungi or bacteria. Mycorrhizal symbiosis aids in plant’s response

to stress factors, such as increasing nutrient availability or

antagonizing pathogens (Pozo et al., 2015) and bacterial

symbiosis includes nitrogen-fixing (Hedden, 2020), all key

processes for plant’s growth and development.

As highlighted, plant uptake and accumulation of NSAIDs has

been reported to result in a range of sub-lethal plant responses

(Table 1). However, studies are yet to link these reported effects to a

specific mode of action-mediated response. It has been suggested

that effects may result from NSAIDs affecting the biomolecular

pathways in relation to jasmonate phytohormones (Shahid et al.,

2021), and further research is needed to confirm this.

On the whole, there is a general lack of data in the literature

documenting sub-lethal effects of pharmaceuticals in the

agricultural environment. To date, research has largely centred on

plant uptake of pharmaceuticals, with a focus on human health

effects. However, sub-lethal effects of pharmaceuticals on plants can

have detrimental consequences in terms of agricultural yield and

negative effects cascading throughout the ecosystem. Addressing

these knowledge gaps would help achieve a holistic understanding

of pharmaceuticals as plants stressors, in the context of reaping the

benefits of wastewater reuse for irrigation and the use of manures,

slurries and biosolids to meet crop nutrient demands in the context

of feeding a growing population under pressure from

climate change.
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